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Make your plans now...
Multi-Conveyor will be exhibiting
at Pack Expo East in
Philadelphia, February 2015, in
Booth 818.
We will be promoting the latest
technology in sanitary,
pharmaceutical and food grade
conveying systems.

Thanks to many of you.
Multi-Conveyor had requests to build some incredible equipment
this year - thanks to many of you. Although we could not post every
conveyor built in 2014, we did try to showcase some of the most
impressive designs.
Here's a snapshot of some extraordinary conveying solutions in
quick review. We look forward to serving you again in 2015.
70' Long Accumulation, Decline Noser, Shuttle Conveyor
Simultaneous Release 2:1 Merge for Bagged Products
Parallel Transfers and Side Table Accumulation

Our complete array of products
can be found on our website.
However, we are not limited to
those products. We specialize in
customization for our clients - in
most any industry. Bring it on...
we can help.
Go ahead and sign-up for the
show, compliments of MultiConveyor. Click here and follow
these easy instructions!
(Note: If you are a non-exhibiting
supplier, the COMP Code will not
apply.)
Hope to see you in Philly!

Rotary tables for Pharma application
Pneumatic 90 degree Transfer, Sanitary drive
High Speed Single Filer w/Logic Sensor
2:1 Merge w/Servo and Ethernet CIP Motion
20' Long Cleated Incline Conveyor

Also be sure to visit our videos page to view some remarkable
conveyors for nearly every industry. (Please give the page a
second or two to load).
Then, call us at 1-800-236-7960 to get started on your next
project.

Need a quote?
It's the start of a new year and
time to tackle those fresh
projects for 2015. Even if you're
satisfied with your current
supplier, why not give MultiConveyor a shot?
Let's get a conversation started.
Click here and let us know how
we can help.

